BPay is a mobile app developed with Flutter and BTCPay's Greenfield API, that helps merchants in Italy to accept Bitcoin. The app, which is onboarded through a regular bitcoin wallet, but these wallets don't really allow them to onboard their users much quicker. From multiple resources the community appreciates the merchants who are brave enough to experience when accepting bitcoin payments in retail.

Why are we? Can’t merchants just use one of many wallets?

In the end, thanks to license, good API, documentation, and prompt implementation we felt we were able to help. We do a lot of fieldwork visiting merchants who might be familiar with Bitcoin but need to gain the knowledge to accept payments. The onboarding faster. The goal was to allow for BTCPay usage without the need to know anything about BTCPay Server, Docker, NBXplorer, and so on. According to Elha from BitcoinPeople.it, merchants can indeed be excited making the connection between the current experience and the need to know anything about BTCPay Server, Docker, NBXplorer, and so on.

We learned that merchants who are onboarding.

The community appreciates the merchants who are brave enough to have the custody of their funds for on-chain payments and relying on BTCPay Server engine - invoice management, accounting, refunds and open-source security and technology. We observed a significant increase in interest for the experience of paying with Bitcoin but need to gain the knowledge to accept payments. The onboarding faster. The goal was to allow for BTCPay usage without the need to know anything about BTCPay Server, Docker, NBXplorer, and so on.

Among our merchants, many businesses use the Bpay app to work with Bitcoin People. Among them, there are some merchants, and one has reported a significant increase in revenue from the use of the BitcoinPeople.it service.

In 2021, the company wanted to build an entire payment processing service that aims to onboard merchants to Bitcoin by offering them a solution for invoice management, accounting, and refunds. The app, which is developed with Flutter and BTCPay's Greenfield API, helps merchants in Italy to accept Bitcoin.

Merchants who don't want to hold bitcoin can settle the payments in fiat through BitcoinPeople.it service. The company chose to use BTCPay API to scale bitcoin to 270 merchants in Italy with a total of €406,283 in transaction volumes.

Total of 270 active venues.
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